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The Month in view Coming up………..
• Reserve projects

• A morning stroll with lions

• Wildebeest & zebra arrival

• Sable darting

• House ‘visitors’
• Reserve sightings

• “Creatures of the Night”
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Volunteers joining Askari this month formed “Ladies of the Night & 
the Floating hand”. Volunteers were from Australia, Canada, England, 

South Korea, Sweden and the USA. 

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Giraffe in a hole!

During our Wilderness lecture this month we

received a radio call to say there was “a
giraffe in a hole”…..dead! We’re not sure

exactly what happened; from his position it

looks like he may have just fallen in

backwards?! Although the lion pride passed

nearby on a number of occasions, they

didn’t show any interest in the free food

available. Instead our camera traps caught

the following visitors taking their share. A

civet, a honey badger and bush pig all visited

the carcass which, as you can imagine, gave

off a good stench for a few weeks near the

Askari house. Bush pigs are often seen at

carcasses on camera traps, fulfilling their

omnivorous diet.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

A morning stroll with the lions
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The previous afternoon we had seen vultures circling on

the reserve western boundary. First thing the next day

we set off in the chilly morning air in search of the lion

pride. Suspecting they had been in the area with a kill

the night before, we chose a few roads to check. We

found some fresh tracks and it wasn’t too long before we

came across the 3 adult lionesses and most recent

addition of the Askari pride. What followed was a

wonderful 2 hours insight into ‘a morning in the life of

the pride’. We followed from a distance as the females

led the way, stopped to drink from puddles, attempted

to catch some breakfast and finally crossed the river.

Their first target was a group of kudu, who to be honest

had seen them coming, and as a result cleared off pretty

quickly. Next however we stopped as the pride set up an

ambush on an impala herd. Two females went off into

the block and around behind the impala. The 3rd lioness

waited on the road and made a desperate lunge for one

of the impala…..right in front of our car as the other

females chased it out the bush. A little further on and

the pride came across a giraffe herd; with the little one

in tow, they didn’t attempt a hunt this time! Eventually

we made it to the Selati River crossing. While the

females waded through knee deep, the young cub had to

swim.

A short video clip of the cub 

crossing can be seen on our 

You Tube channel by clicking 

on the following link

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=rtnzl7Zakso&list=U

U7XJzlSpkwaLGbkl9Nzj7yg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtnzl7Zakso&list=UU7XJzlSpkwaLGbkl9Nzj7yg
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 

subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Reserve work & Projects
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Protection started on a new

tree along the Main access

road, an area that has

recently been hit hard by

the elephant herds. While

moving the rocks we

uncovered this little frog – a bushveld rain frog. They

bury themselves in damp soil to keep moist and come

out after heavy rains to feed on insects. This funny

looking ‘inflated’ shape is assumed when the frog is

feeling threatened. A comical video of one of these

feeding on termites can be found at the following link

– well worth the extra minute of your afternoon!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSTt3toj7gc&list

=UU7XJzlSpkwaLGbkl9Nzj7yg

Around the reserve, caterpillars of the ‘Processionary

moth’ were causing traffic jams with processions over

10 feet long! The leader lays a thread of silk which

enables subsequent caterpillars to follow and remain

attached. Travelling in this manner makes the

caterpillars look like a stick lying on the road instead

of tasty, single caterpillar snacks for aerial predators!

Further game release meant the team assisted with

both zebra and blue wildebeest arrivals this month.

Dr Peter Rogers was called to dart 2 of our

breeding female sable. Internal parasites are the

main cause of condition loss at this tough time of

year. Road clearing in the camps allowed access

for our weekly checks as well as the cleaning of

feeding bays and water troughs.

Other projects included treatment

of alien plants, Lantana spraying

and Prickly pear injecting. Rubbish

was collected from the Selati

River and Anti-poaching patrols

were carried out. The Sable

Station received a new coat of

varnish on the main platform.

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSTt3toj7gc&list=UU7XJzlSpkwaLGbkl9Nzj7yg
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 

sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
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This is a Mozambique spitting cobra also known as an

‘Mfezi’; it was found in the Askari garden so safely

caught and taken back to the bush for release. Despite

the name, this cobra does not actually ‘spit’ it’s
venom but squirts it by putting pressure on the venom

glands. This forces venom down ducts running

through a modified, hollow fang. An opening at the tip

of the fang directs the venom out of the mouth up to

a distance of 2.5 metres. Cobras can spit from almost

any position and their venom is typically a cytotoxic

cocktail with neurotoxic venom. They can also inject

their venom if needed.

The hood is spread when 

the snake is cornered or 

threatened

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 

http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Creatures of the Night

The nocturnal mammals are some of the hardest to see on a visit to Askari……for a combination of

reasons. Most species only occur in relatively low densities and have a shy and elusive nature. Combine

this with the fact that they are most active after dark, and the chances of a sighting are slim. For one of

these sightings to be ‘decent’ and allow a photograph is even more unlikely! So the team this month

couldn’t believe their luck when we saw one, or more, of lots of these sought after creatures. Caracal,

serval, honey badgers, civet, genet and even Pangolin……..you name it, we saw it! This page features a few

of this months sightings and some or our rarer photos from over the years.
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We even saw a pangolin this month! This is considered pretty much the
hardest animal to see in the African bush and many people live a lifetime

without ever fulfilling this dream. Their body parts are highly sought after

for use in traditional medicines. Their meat is also considered a delicacy

and the highest demand comes from China and Vietnam. Sangomas

(witch doctors) here is South Africa also use pangolin parts and in fact,

pangolins are the most illegally trafficked mammal on the planet. There

are 8 different species of pangolin around the world; all are classified as

‘Threatened with extinction’ and 2 are ‘Critically Endangered’. The species

here on Pidwa is the Ground Pangolin. Another huge threat to their

survival is electric fences as on touching a live wire, they curl up in a ball

to protect themselves. This just wraps them further around the wire

leading to continual electric shocks and normally death. This lucky one

was found just in time and after a few days recovery at the vets, was

released by ‘Daktari wildlife orphanage & bush school’ here on the

reserve. It was great to be invited along for the event. We seem to have

amazing luck with Pangolins on Pidwa and have recorded 9 in the last 8

years. All data are sent through to the ‘Pangolin Working group’.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

